Art @ Bio-Med Application Procedure

Purpose
The Health Sciences Libraries (HSL) provides opportunities for informational, cultural and intellectual growth through the exhibit of displays, artifacts, works of art and other materials. Exhibits and art displays on loan in the library will create an inviting environment for users, stimulate academic discourse, and integrate the library more fully into campus life.

How to Apply

- Letter or email of interest/Exhibition proposal: limit to one page.
  - Name and contact information
  - Statement of intent
  - Estimated number of (artworks) pieces
  - Affiliation (if any) with University of Minnesota
  - Preferred date(s)
- Images: Sample images must be submitted of artwork to be displayed. Digital images are required. Prefer JPG, GIF or PNG files, maximum 3 MB per image.
- Estimated value: Include the estimated value of each piece you plan to display.
- Review HSL Artwork Program Exhibiting Policy (artist responsibilities and conditions governing loans to HSL)
- Send all information to:

  Katherine Chew
  305 Diehl Hall
  505 Essex Street SE
  Minneapolis, MN 55455

  E-mail: chewx002@umn.edu
  Phone: 612-626-3017